A written plan showing the anticipated purchases from eligible small and minority, woman, or veteran owned businesses required in FAR contracts and FAR subcontracts over $650,000. Sometimes it is due at the proposal stage and sometimes due at the award stage.

Contact for Account
Govt Research - 57.5%
50% NA 26% + Dept. Indirect
Determined by School
Finance NA NA

(SOM = 20% of Revenue) NA NA NA NA NA NA

Set-up / Fund Location
Govt Research - 57.5%
Govt Research - 57.5%
Govt OSA - 36% Nonprofit - varies

An agreement with another entity of any type to discuss a potential future relationship (e.g. a future research agreement, service agreement, clinical trial, or technology license) which allows for the sharing of confidential information by one or both parties.

PI Approval, PD (approved by OSRS)

An agreement to provide services which does NOT involve human subjects.

An agreement to provide services involving human subjects. Services are generally a standardized process not involving a meaningful intellectual contribution by the PI. A contract to allow for the transfer of tangible materials between two organizations, when the recipient intends to use it for their own research purposes. Not associated with HIPAA compliance.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding for a clinical trial or non-clinical research project (in other words, it is not a Clinical Trial).

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding for a pre-clinical or non-clinical research project (in other words, it is not a Clinical Trial).

An agreement covering the transfer of tangible materials between two organizations, when the recipient intends to use it for their own research purposes.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding or a drug/device for a Clinical Trial. Can be for a Sponsor-Balanced or Investigational Initial Clinical Trial.

An agreement covering the transfer of tangible materials between two organizations, when the recipient intends to use it for their own research purposes. Not associated with HIPAA compliance.

An agreement directly with an unfunded collaboration where both WU and the other party are contributing to the performance of research scopes of work. Usually fixed price, and milestone oriented, with some IP rights going back to the company.

An agreement covering the transfer of tangible materials between two organizations, when the recipient intends to use it for their own research purposes.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding for a Clinical Trial.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding or a drug/device for a Clinical Trial. Can be for a Sponsor-Balanced or Investigational Initial Clinical Trial.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding or a drug/device for a Clinical Trial. Can be for a Sponsor-Balanced or Investigational Initial Clinical Trial.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding or a drug/device for a Clinical Trial. Can be for a Sponsor-Balanced or Investigational Initial Clinical Trial.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding or a drug/device for a Clinical Trial. Can be for a Sponsor-Balanced or Investigational Initial Clinical Trial.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding or a drug/device for a Clinical Trial. Can be for a Sponsor-Balanced or Investigational Initial Clinical Trial.

An agreement covering the transfer of tangible materials between two organizations, when the recipient intends to use it for their own research purposes. Not associated with HIPAA compliance.

An agreement directly with a for-profit company providing funding for a pre-clinical or non-clinical research project (in other words, it is not a Clinical Trial).